Polargy Flat-Pack Hot and Cold Aisle Containment
Polargy’s Flat-Pack Hot Aisle Containment solves the speed, complexity and cost problems for new data center builds and tenant fit-outs. This prefabricated, flat-pack containment system is a smarter way to build because it installs in a fraction of the time of traditional stick-built systems and costs about a third less. Because containment is typically the final phase of data center construction, faster containment installation can mean finishing on time. Building containment in our factory instead of on your site reduces cost and improves quality.

Product Details
- Standard installation time 2 hours.
- Light weight structural panels that are field fastened together with unique, proprietary connectors.
- Options for sliding access windows.
- A typical 32’ long x 4’ wide x 4’ tall system weighs less than 200 lbs.
- ASTM E84 Class A rated panels.

Polargy Flat-Pack Family
- Hot and Cold Aisle Containment Systems
- CRAC Extensions
- Rack Chimneys
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